
Minerals are the most permanent part of a living organism, responsible for muscle responses, the
transmission of messages through the nervous system, the maintenance of pH and the metabolism
of food. Because the body is unable to manufacture them, minerals must come from the diet. Due to
over-cultivation, toxicity in soil, use of synthetic fertilizers and pesticides, our food we eat are
depleted of natural minerals and trace elements.

AMsole is made from concentrated pure ancient Pink
Himalayan crystal salt. Himalayan Crystal Salt is more
than sodium and chloride. AMsole is made from pure
crystalline salt in its original form: holistic, wholesome,
unaltered, natural salt, as it has been crystallized in the
earth over millions of years. Natural Himalayan crystal
salt contains all the elements which the human body is
comprised of. From the periodic table of elements, we are
familiar with 84 natural elements (stable as well as
unstable). Apart from inert gasses, all of these elements
can be found in crystal salt. Hence, crystal salt contains
all natural minerals and trace elements that are found in
the human body.
AMsole can actually be viewed as food as the main
ingredient: Himalayan Pink Crystal salt contains the 84
minerals, which includes macro minerals, like Calcium,
Chloride, Iron, Magnesium, Phosphorus, Potassium and
Sodium. Calcium is the most common mineral that plays
a vital role in nerve and muscle health. In addition, it also
contains trace minerals like Boron, Chromium, Copper,
Fluoride, Iodine, Manganese, Molybdenum, Selenium,
Zinc etc.

This “white gold” is untouched by toxins and pollutants that pervade other forms of sea salt. Its minerals exist in a
colloidal form and that makes them tiny enough for our cells to absorb them quickly and easily. Because of its unique
structure, Himalayan Salt also has the ability to store vibrational energy. The crystalline structure is so profound that
its self-healing vibration pattern lasts over 24 hours in our bodies. Hence, AMsole is energized with our proprietary
AMized Fusion Technology (AFT)TM.

AMGenex AMsole (AM So-lay)

"You can trace every sickness, every disease
and every ailment to a mineral deficiency."

Linus Pauling - PhD
(2 Times Nobel Prize Winner)
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AMized Fusion Technology (AFT)TM is a unique Quantum Resonance Technology where organic ingredients are
ENERGIZED to resonate at Zero Point Field. AFT Energization enhances the integrity of the ingredients, increases the
potencyandability tovibrateat ZeroPointLifeForce. Theenergy resonanceofAMsolesupportsourbody toself-regulate
and self-maintain, helps to clear energy blockages & imbalances and bringing balance to all aspects of your mental,
emotional, physical and spiritual health. Administered over a period of time, AMsole rejuvenates, enhances our inner
vitality and supports in healing itself.

AMsole can supply the body with 84 essential ionized minerals and trace elements found in Himalayan Pink Crystal Salt
which our body can hold for up to 24 hours, thus providing the cell with sufficient nutrients for cellular rejuvenation.
The increased generation of hydroelectric energy in your body's cells, triggers nerve - cell communication and
information processing, which helps to cleanse, unblock energy, balance energy and support healing. The Himalayan
Pink Crystal Salt in AMsole helps to eliminate heavy metals like Lead, Mercury, Arsenic, Amalgam and Calcium by
breaking down their molecular structures.

More benefits…
Strengthens bones: Osteoporosis, in many ways, is a result of salt and water
shortage in the body.
Helps In hydration when our body naturally repairs (heal) and detoxifies during
sleep.
Helps the Body to Detoxify- AMsole is a natural anti-bacterial that can help remove
bad bacteria in the body.
AMsole stimulates the digestive system by promoting food absorption and regularity
naturally.
Can help with skin diseases by cleaning from inside out.
Stabilizes irregular heartbeats.
Extracts excess acidity from the cells in the body, particularly the brain cells.
Balances blood sugar levels; a crucial element for diabetes sufferers.
Allows absorption of food particles through the intestinal tract.
Clears up sinus congestion
Natural antihistamine.
Prevents muscle cramps.
Prevents excess saliva production.
Natural hypnotic - promotes healthy sleep patterns and better quality rest.
A few drops of AMsole under the tongue can help eliminate persistent dry coughs.
Prevents gout and gouty arthritis.
Maintains sexuality and libido.
Prevents varicose veins and spider veins on the legs and thighs.
Helps to boost energy.
AMsole can help promote weight loss by improving digestion and cellular
nourishment.

General of use:-

• 6 - 10 drops into a glass of water in the morning (on an empty stomach) at least 10 mins before breakfast.
• 6-10 drops into a glass of water in the night just before sleep.
• 3 drops under the tongue as and when required
• 2-5 drops onto the toothpaste before brushing
. Add couple of drops to your "no-salt" food (when eating out)

Healing Use:-

. 10 - 12 drops into a glass of water and get the person to drink 5 mins before healing.

Size: 30 ml / 1.01 oz
30 day supply in glass bottle with dropper

Energized by AFTTM

The Benefits of AMsole (AM So-lay)
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